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Recognitions

* States were engaged early and
often in the development of the
rule and were provided the
opportunity to comment on the
draft proposed rule

* State Representation on the
Working Groups and Steering
Committee
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Recognitions

• Security of Category 1 and 2
sources is important for
protecting U.S. citizens from
improper use of RAM

* Regulations are the correct
method for implementing
measures to increase radiation
health and safety



Recognitions

• Revising the table of applicable
isotopes to show an additional
significant figure for the curie
equivalents

* Addition of periodic testing of
security systems



Concerns

• Approval of the Reviewing Official

* Credit checks as part of the
background investigation

* Licensee notification to LLEA for
temporary job sites
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ISSPA Mission

To ensure that the beneficial use
of radioactive sources continues
to be regarded by the public, the
media, legislators, and regulators
as a safe, secure, viable
technology for medical,industrial,
and research applications.



Orders vs. Regulation

ISSPA strongly supports moving the security
requirements associated with Category 1 and
2 quantities of Radioactive Material from NRC
Order space and into Regulation space.

" Provides an opportunity for Stakeholders
to engage in the rule making process.

* Achieves desired level of transparency

In addition; ISSPA appreciates the
development of implementation guidance in
parallel with the rule.

* Ease implementation



Current Controls

* The current controls in place have
been demonstrated to be robust and
effective

* Increased controls along with other
NRC initiatives (NSTS) provide a
multi layered comprehensive
approach to security

* There are no indications that
current controls are not adequate to
prevent a malevolent act



Economic Burden VSN Benefit

* Additional economic burden on
licensees is significantly under
estimated and rule will have a
substantial financial impact on both
large and small businesses

* There is not sufficient justification to
impose additional and more stringent
security measures, when the perceived
benefits are only described as
qualitative and there are no identified
quantitative benefits



One Size Fits All

* The security Orders were developed
and issued to licensees using a
graded approach - they considered
the nature of the business and
quantity of material authorized to,
possess
Proposed rule attempts to envelop
the byproduct community and other
communities as a whole and this is
not effective



Graded Approach

* Recommend using the graded
approach so requirements are
appropriate to the license type

* Use NUREG 1556 series approach
and add the security requirements
to specific regulations (Part 34,
35, 39) based on type of license



Prescriptive Requirements

* Proposed changes are very
prescriptive and not easily
implemented - deviates from
NRC's normal policy of risk
informed and performance based
regulation



Background Checks

*Trustworthiness and Reliability
determinations are a critical security
aspect yet the current Orders and
proposed rule fail to provide definitive
criteria that would qualify or
disqualify an individual from obtaining
unescorted access to materials.

*Lack of criteria makes the T&R
assessment arbitrary and an
inspection against the requirements
will be subjective and inconsistent.



Transportation

*Concerned with the unrealistic
expectations regarding planning
and coordination of shipments

•Potential for Agreement State
additions to the NRC Proposed
Rules - unreasonable permitting
fees - port of entry restrictions -
additional package tracking



Specific Issues

• Credit history
• Notification of local LLEA at

temporary job sites
• Weekly verifications of sources
• Pre-planning and follow-up
•LVS
• T&R on reviewing official
• Documentation and audits



Conclusions

* Re-assess the needs vs. real risks
vs. costs vs. benefits

* Need to assure can actually
implement the rules otherwise they
are ineffective

* Identify the roles and authorities of
other Agencies such as the DOT

* Continue to maintain an open
dialogue with Stakeholders during
the rule making process
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continues tohbe regarded by the .public, the media',
legislators, and regulators as a safe, secure, viable
technology for medical, industrial, and research applications

Membership:

> Fifteen members in 9 countries

> Represents more than 95% of radioactive sources
produced/distributed globally
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Total Lifecycle Safety and Security for Sealed Sources

Producers and suppliers of sealed sources strongly endorse a commitment to the safety and security of sealed
sources throughout their lifecycle. They do so through the cultivation and ongoing encouragement of a culture that
promotes safety and security. In support of this principle and the IAEA Code of Conduct on the Safety and Security
of Radioactive Sources, ISSPA has developed and endorsed the ISSPA Code of Good Practice. Through the
implementation of the Code of Good Practice, ISSPA seeks to promote good and equitable business practices, and to
make possible the beneficial uses of radioactive sources.

The Code of Good Practice will be developed, implemented and maintained by the International Source Suppliers
and Producers Association.

Code of Good Practice: Principles

The Code of Good Practice covers the following principles, with an emphasis on safety and security.

Regulatory Compliance

* comply with all applicable requirements
* participate in the development, interpretation and implementation of regulations and guidelines

Quality Management

* consistently apply quality management to all aspects of source and equipment lifecycle that are under the
producers or suppliers control

" perform all appropriate investigation and follow-up action in response to any identified product quality
issues

Design of sources and devices

design sources and devices to include, as appropriate:
o compliance with ISO 2919 and other appropriate standards
o verification of fitness for purpose
o labelling for tracking purposes
o physical features or properties to limit vulnerability to illicit use
o operational features and functions related to safety and security
o apply ALARA principles to radiological and industrial protection for users and the public
o minimization of radiological waste during the manufacturing process and end of life management

Manufacturing of sources and devices

• maintain safety and security of materials during the isotope delivery and source manufacturing cycle
* apply ALARA principles to radiological and industrial protection for employees and the public
* minimization of radiological waste during the manufacturing process and end of life management

Sales

• as required by regulations, verify the legitimacy of customers and that they are authorized to possess and
use the sealed source



" maintain contracts with distributors that clearly establish their obligations and their adherence to the
principles of the Code of Good Practice

* advise the customer regarding appropriate technical conditions of use

Distribution

* apply protocols to maintain safety, security and regulatory compliance during delivery
* as required by regulations, verify timely receipt at the intended destination

Tracking

* in accordance with regulatory requirements and good business practices, maintain key information for
source tracking purposes, and make this information available to the appropriate regulatory authorities

User support

* provide operating, handling and maintenance instructions that include information regarding safety and
security

" offer training and technical support to the users regarding safe and secure operation of the equipment
and/or source

" when installing sources and/or equipment, perform installation verification tests as defined by the
manufacturer (e.g. safety features, dosimetry)

" provide technical competence, when requested, in response to events regarding safety and security
" apply knowledge retention principles to facilitate source life cycle management

Source life cycle management

* assist the user where needed, in managing disused sources (e.g. returning to manufacturer, recycling, and
access to local storage facilities)

* assist the user, where needed, to identify financial provision options for managing disused sources
* provide technical competence, when requested, with the management of orphan sources



Safe and Secure Sealed Sources for Beneficial Use

The International Source Suppliers and Producers Association (ISSPA) is an association that is comprised of
companies who are international industry leaders in the manufacture, production and supply of sealed radioactive
sources and/or equipment that contain sealed radioactive sources as an integral component of the radiation
processing or treatment system, device, gauge or camera.

Radioisotope products are used in a wide range of applications in that impinge upon health, safety, and security.
Effective source management practices are a cornerstone to strengthen the long term safety and security of
radioactive soiurces throughout their life cycle. Radioactive sources are a safe, secure, viable technology for use in a
variety of important medical, industrial, and research applications.

ISSPA aims to ensure the ongoing and beneficial use of radioactive isotope sealed sources and promotes
continuous improvements in the safe and secure use, transportation and end of life management of sealed sources.

ISSPA addresses a number of industry-critical concerns including safety, security, lifecycle management, denial of
shipments, isotope supply and transportation. Its mission is to ensure the use of radioactive sources continues to be
regarded by the public, the media, legislators, and regulators as beneficial.

The objectives of ISSPA are:

* to establish, implement, and maintain a Code of Good Practice for source manufacturers and suppliers that
will contribute to enhancing safety and security of sources throughout their life cycle

" to represent and communicate the interests of the Members with the International Atomic Energy Agency,
legislative authorities and national regulators, and other key stakeholders

" to provide industry leadership in the development, implementation, and application of international
guidelines and national regulations with respect to the safe and secure design, manufacture, and supply of
radioactive sources

" to build and enhance public, user, and media confidence in safe and secure life cycle management of
radioactive sources to promote their beneficial use

" to educate legislators and other key stakeholders with respect to the safety, security, and beneficial use of
radioactive sources

* to promote good, sustainable practices by Association Members to enhance perception of the industry and
the Members with regulators, the public and the media

" to provide technical expertise to assist and facilitate the management of disused sources



PENN STATE

Real Security:
Keep it Simple.

Comments on Draft 10CFR37 April 19, 2011

Eric Boeldt

Radiation Safety Officer

The Pennsylvania State University

4/19/2011 Eric Boeldt: Keep it Simple. 1



My Overall Support

The concept of Part 37 is better
than multiple "Orders Imposing
Increased Controls" with multiple
changes.

* Keeps it simple.

* But...

04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt: Keep it Simple. 2



Credit Checks Are
Just Plain Not Useful.

. Are the rich more trustworthy?
-An Investment Banker?
- Someone whose partner had an

uninsured cancer?
* Credit Checks are mentioned in

the Atomic Energy Act.
* Prohibited in some states.
* Real difficult for foreign nationals.

04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt: Keep it Simple. 3



Inadequate Background
Checks Do Nothing to Improve

Real Security.

* Purpose is to prevent an insider
threat.
- Insiders always win the media war.

* NRC should perform all
background checks to make them
useful and uniform.

04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt: Keep it Simple. 4



To Improve Real Security,
Its Not Just the Paperwork

* No one individual should be able
to disconnectlbypassidefeat all
alarms.

* Alarms should sound whenever
the radiation safety staff,
Reviewing Official, authorized
users, security vendors, or police
are stealing sources.

04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt" Keep it Simple. 5



Plain Language or Obfuscation

* "The Presidential Memorandum,
'Plain Language in Government
Writing' published June 10, 1998
(63 FR 31883), directed that the
Government's documents be in
clear and accessible language."

* This is an unmet requirement.

4 A new Part37 would be a good
time to follow this directive.

04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt : Keep it Simple. 6
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04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt : Keep it Simple. 7



Wording Changes

o Many specific wording changes
were suggested to improve clarity
and reduce long term confusion
for everyone.

e Follow them.

04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt: Keep itSimple. 8



"Not to exceed 12 months.."
is an unnecessarily precise

requirement.

* 37.33(a) Access Authorization Review
0 37.43(c)(3) Security Plan Training
* 37.45(a) LLEA Coordination Review
* 37.55 Security Program Review

* Why not 8 - 15 months?

04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt : Keep it Simple. 9



§37.51(a)
Maintenance and Testing

Change the frequency of system
checks from quarterly to annually.

Reducing number of alarms reduces
long term testing costsltime.

* We should only test things that
have a possible failure mechanism
- If it can't break, don't test it.

- Only test the necessary alarms

04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt : Keep it Simple. 10



§37.57(b).
Reporting of events.

* Why report all suspicious activity?

-Actual suspicious events-yes.

- False alarms - no.

" I have reported a couple
suspicious events, but why are
reports of "non-events"
requested?

04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt : Keep it Simple. 11



Conclusions: Keep it Simple

* Background checks by the NRC.
* Credit checks are not useful

" Focus on security not paperwork.

" Picky paperwork # security.

" Consider the media impact of
suspicious activity reports to NRC
Ops Center.

* "Plain Language" is required.

PENINSFALIE
04/12/2011 Eric Boeldt : Keep it Simple.
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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Part 37 Rulemaking-
Physical, Protection of

Byproduct Material
Office

and
of Federal and State Materials
Environmental Management

Programs

April 19, 2011



Agenda

Josephine Piccone, Director
Division of Intergovernmental
Liaison and Rulemaking/FSME
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Agenda

" Comment Summary

" Staff Rationale on Major Issues
" Schedule

3



Comment Summary

Merri Horn, Senior Project Manager

Rulemaking Branch B/Division of
Intergovernmental Liaison and

Rulemaking/FSME

4



Comment Summary

0 110 comment letters

e Commenters made more than
1900 individual, comments

* Binned/summarized into 323
comments
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Comment Summary cont.

* Major Issues
- Reviewing official fingerprinting
- Background investigation

" Credit history
" Local criminal history check

6



Comment Summary cont.

* Major Issues cont.
- Local Law Enforcement Agency

(LLEA) coordination

- LLEA notification for temporary
jobsites

- Too much burden, stick to order
provisions

7



Comment Summary cont.

* Other issues
- Relief for certain materials

- Submittal of compliance information
- Training

- License verification

No-later-than arrival time

8



Staff Rationale on Major Issues

Gary Purdy, Senior Project Manager

Materials, Waste and International
Security Branch/Division of

Security Policy/Office of Nuclear
Security and Incident Response

9



Staff Rationale

* Reviewing official fingerprints

" Credit history

" Local criminal history check

* LLEA coordination

" LLEA notification of temporary
jobsites

10



Schedule

" Final rule due to Commission
December 2011

" Implementation Plan to
accompany final rule

* Guidance document published
with rule

11



Acronyms

" FSME - Office of Federal and
State Materials and
Environmental Management
Programs

* LLEA - Local law enforcement
agency

12



U.S.NRC
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Protecting People and the Environment

Review of Proposed Rule
10 CFR Part 37

April 19, 2011
Susan M. Langhorst, Ph.D., CHP

Advisory Committee on the Medical Uses of
Isotopes



ACMUI Comments on Proposed
Part 37 Rule

* Radioactive sources are essential
for medical and research uses

* Costs to implement and manage
Increased Controls License Orders
(IC Orders) are substantial

* ACMUI supports NRC in establishing
reasonable security requirements

2



ACMUI Concerns on Proposed
Part 37 Rule

* Confusing new requirements
diminish security
- Reviewing official physical access to

sources
- Excessive requirements to

determine trustworthiness
- Licensee held responsible for police

involvement

3



ACMUI Concerns on Proposed
Part 37 Rule

• NRC cost estimates are not
realistic

* Large differences among sources
and licensees require better
development of rule
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ACMUI Concerns on Proposed
Part 37 Rule

* Increased costs to implement
rule will reduce patient access to
essential medical procedures

* Rule ignores foreign threats but
penalizes legitimate domestic
medical users

5



ACMUI Recommendations on
Proposed Part 37 Rule

* If Part 37 is needed now, change
rule to implement current IC
Orders requirements first;
otherwise keep IC Orders in place

6



ACMUI Recommendations on
Proposed Part 37 Rule

* Develop a more risk-informed and
performance-based model to
codify security requirements for
byproduct materials

7



Advisory Committee on
the Medical Uses of Isotopes

Leon S. Malmud, MD, Chairman

Bruce R. Thomadsen, PhD, Vice Chairman

Darrell R. Fisher, PhD

Debbie B. Gilley

Milton J. Guiberteau, MD

Susan M. Langhorst, PhD

Steven R. Mattmuller

Christopher J. Palestro, MD

John H. Suh, MD

Orhan Suleiman, PhD

William A. Van Decker, MD

James S. Welsh, MD

Pat B. Zanzonico, PhD
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